
THE OFFICE TRIVIA NIGHT 
Created by Jordan Davidsen 
20 tossups, 3 bonuses each 

 
 

1. Andy calls this group his “safety” after being refused entrance into the 
Finer Things Club. In the episode “Money”, the leader of this group 
announces he left it and created a second version with the same name 
followed by the Roman numeral II(*).  A character in this group is the only 
person besides Phyllis’ to have the said group perform at his wedding. This 
group is, for 10 points, what band which Pam thinks “only plays the police” and 
whose drummer is Kevin Malone?          Scrantonicity 

2. This person (kind of) is mentioned as the 4th person Michael respects, 
right behind Bob Hope, Abraham Lincoln, and Bono. Michael says at a 
Christmas party that this man’s son has the power of flight(*). In the episode 
“Fun Run”, Michael references this man by saying that “forgiveness is next to this 
person’s ‘liness’. For 10 points, name this deity, who Angela constantly mentions 
and “so loves the world.”       God 

3. Michael chokes on tiramisu powder while on a phone call with this man, 
and this man’s house is inspected at a party by Dwight. Michael asks this 
man if a bathroom is the “meeting”(*) he’s been in after ignoring his many 
phone calls. He sells a patent to the US Military for an invention he creates called 
“Suck-It”. For 10 points, name this one time CFO of Dunder Mifflin.    David 
Wallace 

4. This person refers to himself as Ian McKellen in one episode and popularly 
fails a Southern Belle accent in which he refers to money as “greenbacks”. 
Although every character is referred to as “King” while receiving “the 
leads”, this is the only who is called “Queen”. This man had a boyfriend 
named Gill, and thinks Dwight discovers his homosexuality when discovering he 
faked a sickness. For 10 points, name this character who Michael decides it’s not 
his “gayness” but “Mexicanity” that defines him and is the main accountant at 
Scranton.    Oscar 

5. As a result of this event Kevin forces Dwight to “knead it” not “eat it” while 
massaging his back, and this event influences Andy’s ability to hum Middle C. 
For 10 points, name this event, which could have been prevented if Dwight had 
listened to Pam and put a “banana” in his holster. and is called “just plain stupid” 
by Jo because the gun was a “girl’s gun”.         Dwight firing a gun in the office 

6. In a “Emergency Management Chart”, Jim holds this position while Dwight 
holds the “original” version of this. This title is used as an insult by 



Michael while searching through trash with Dwight, to which Dwight replies 
“I would be number two at Staples right now, because they promote from 
within!” At one point* Dwight holds this title and Regional Manager at the same 
time. Jim tells Charles Minor that this position was “made up for Dwight” but now 
he has it, but calls it “Number 2”. For 10 points, name this title held by Dwight for 
most of the show, a common workplace title with an important conjunction within 
it, altering its meaning. Assistant to the Regional Manager 

7. This character plays the guitar and sings in the last episode of the show. 
He lives by the quarry and says that he and Jim should* throw things down 
there sometime. Angela gives him deodorant for Christmas and he admits his 
mung beans “smell like death”. For 10 points, name this character, the oldest 
Office member and director of “Quabbity Ashwitz”, who at one point is Regional 
Manager and is arrested at the end of the series. Creed Bratton 

8. This is the FIRST reward offered by Michael if anyone can do more 
pushups than him, which he rescinds and offers that whoever does it can 
leave*. After Stanley asks “Did I stutter?”, Michael shows his strength as a 
manager by saying Stanley doesn’t have to like him, but has to do this to 
him. While reenacting a comedy bit, Michael repeats this word over and over 
again, talking about how his “wife calls him after sex, so she called me from a 
hotel room” and that this action “ees niiiiice”. For 10 points, name this verb which 
Michael repeats a Rodney Dangerfield bit saying “he don’t get” none of and 
horribly misspells while trying to sing an Aretha Franklin song by the same name. 
Respect 

9. This is where the gang watches Michael’s self-produced ad and where Jim 
uncomfortably meets Roy after the C.R.I.M.E.A.I.D. auction. This isn’t a real 
Scranton establishment, and the only sign ever seen for it is destroyed by 
Roy* when he finds out Pam kisses Jim. When Devin is fired, he invites 
everyone but Michael, Dwight, and Creed to this place. For 10 points, name this 
bar where the Office gang usually meets to play “Up Chickens” and win toy ducks 
for Pam. Poor Richard’s Place 

10.  One of these people is called the “East German Gal” by Michael and 
another one of these people was given a job after killing the Yakuza. Ryan 
makes Kelly apologize to one of these people after calling him a “sea 
monster”, and these people are going to be bought out by Bob Vance if 
Scranton is absorbed by Stamford. These people win the lottery and quit, forcing 
Andy and Daryl to hire a new crew which almost makes Daryl quit. For 10 points, 
name this type of employee, one of whom is Roy Anderson, who works in the 
downstairs area of the Scranton Business Park.  Warehouse workers 



11.The first time this character is introduced, we learn that Michael owns, but 
has never read, a book by Lee Ayokoka. Her husband is a baseball coach, 
and she is exposed by Pam from Facebook posts. This woman is dumped by 
Michael in a text message on the way to meet him in a motel, and the first time 
she meets Michael she tries to kick him out of “happy hour”. For 10 points, name 
this woman who cheats on her husband with Michael and works at a local bar. 
Donna 

12.This is where Dwight gives his opinions on the efficiency of a question line, 
and where Michael visits the bankruptcy meeting of Dunder Mifflin. In that 
same episode, Dwight admits that he has a “shirt guy” in this city.* In this 
city, Jim says he comes here “every time his 8th grade* class takes a field trip”. 
Michael’s favorite place to eat in this city is Sbarro, where he gets a “this city 
slice”. This city’s stock market ticker shows DMI at a super low 1.57. For 10 
points, name this city, the location of Dunder Mifflin’s corporate headquarters. 
New York City 

13.  One person who has this job is named Rolando, who Michael says Pam 
should go on a “friend date” with. The Recyclops clips shows the evolution 
of who held this position. One person who had this job gets a stuffed bear 
for a holiday* and tells Michael it’s not her day, but instead that it’s 
“Bosses Day”, since there wouldn’t be any of these without bosses. Another 
person with this profession is kind of a “living legend”, while another is a short 
lived character called Rice-o-Ronnie. For 10 points, name this position held by 
Ronnie, Ryan, Erin, and most notably Pam, who answers the phones and is the 
first person greeted by newcomers to the Office.  Receptionist 

14.  One of these objects is left on Toby’s shoulders after Dwight* gets a call. 
Tony Gardner needs help with one of these objects and asks for Karen’s 
“skinny arms”. Jim is impressed by Karen’s French abilities after calling several 
suppliers to fix an issue created by one of these.For 10 points, name this 
machine, which at various times is filled by fruit, Dwight’s supplies and is used by 
Daryl’s daughter on Christmas. Vending Machine 

15.  This character gets covered in silly string at the end of a Vodka-filled* 
Christmas party. This character wonders why people keep asking him if he 
is a William Hung fan, saying “Who the hell is that?”. Michael tells the crew that 
they need to “prepare the bleep button for him” and invites Michael to put the 
“ass” in Tallahassee before his friendship with Michael ends after criticizing Holly. 
For 10 points, name this character who “was here” and “so was your mom”, a 
travelling salesman who left a “package” for Michael in his office. Todd Packer 

16.  Description acceptable. This is a source of contention between Andy and a 
prospective client that Jim is playing golf with. That same man wrote a 



companion to the Vagina Monologues called the Penis Apologies while 
doing this. Andy wants to watch a football game against Hofstra because he did 
this action. For 10 points, name this action Andy did for 4 years while being 
“drunk the whole time” and fights with Dwight about after Dwight thinks he can do 
it too and brings in a Bobble Big Red Bear. Andy going to Cornell 

17.  The first words this character hears in The Office is “holy shit” from Kelly, 
and this man is criticized after calling Pam a dork. This character's business 
hosts a Halloween party to which “Creed is a maybe”, sparking Andy with an 
aggressive reaction. That business is called “Public School”. For 10 points, name 
this former Osprey Paper Company salesman who is brought on as a travelling 
salesman when he outsells Dwight and Michael several times. Danny Cordray 

18.  This character says he can “date when he's dead” in reference* to his 
boss's erratic schedule, which forces him to go to Amsterdam 7 times a 
year. This character gets Kevin in trouble while asking Kevin for help with Lady 
Gaga moves. Dwight pokes fun at this character by saying that he needs to go 
back to the “stick insect exhibit” after failing to assert his authority during the 
Cookie Monster incident. For 10 points, name this “corporate toilet” who dates 
Erin and hates Andy.    Gabe Lewis 

19.  Michael shows up to this event after closing on his condo*. This event is 
born after Jim learns about “HateBall” and “DunderBall” from Oscar and 
Toby. Kevin wins a medal in this event for fitting the most MMs in his mouth, 
which nobody tries to beat him in. For 10 points, name this one-time Office event 
which features “Flonkerton” and yogurt lids as medals. The Office Olympics 

20.  Description acceptable. After this event, Michael calls a meeting and uses 
a photo of FDR, reuses the photo from Big, and uses a new photo of 
Forrest Gump. Ryan has to bring Michael a “whole chicken worth of dark 
meat” and disappoints Michael when he finds out that the “gas station in 
Carbondale did not have fresh yams”. Michael calls in Billy Merchant to speak to 
the Office after doing this, after which they discover Dwight has a concussion. 
For 10 points, name this event in which Michael wants to “wake up to the sound 
of crackling bacon” but instead steps on a cooking appliance.     Michael 
stepping on his George Foreman grill 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Bonuses 
 

1. Jim and Pam's relationship is the key storyline behind every season of the Office. For 10 
points each, answer these questions about Jim and Pam's relationship. 

a. Pam says she knew she liked Jim when he told her that her yogurt was expired. 
Name the flavor. Mixed Berry 

                  b. Name either of Jim and Pam's children. Phillip or CeCe 
                  C.  When Jim and Pam get married their wedding is interrupted by the song 
“Forever” by Chris Brown and are forced to get married on a boat in this place. Niagara Falls 
 
2. For 10 points each, name these times where Christianity inserts itself into The Office. 

a. Michael dresses up as this man after being told he couldn’t be Santa because Phyllis 
already is.     Jesus 

b. At Cece’s Christening, a woman asks if that was all the scones or all of the cider that 
they had. When asked who that was, Jim responds with this name, renowned reception 
critic.   Sconesy Cider 

c. During Moroccan Christmas, Angela says she can not judge Phyllis for ruining her 
nativity, but that Phyllis did this with the person who can. Stuffed him in a drawer 

 
3.  Speaking of David Wallace, answer these questions about people who held leadership 
positions in The Office history. 

a. After leaving Scranton because of Jim, Karen Filipelli becomes the Regional Manager of 
this branch.    Utica 

b. Before being decapitated, this man wants to know “why you friends can’t be your friends 
and your coworkers be your coworkers” about his time as Regional Manager of 
Scranton.  Ed Truck 

c. Among the famous CEOs of Dunder Mifflin include Robert California, Jo Bennett, and 
this man, who was the CEO right before Dunder Mifflin was sold to Sabre. Alan Brand 

 
4. Oscar is The Office’s “Smug Gay Mexican”. But how well do you know the other people’s 
backgrounds? Answer these questions about other ethnic backgrounds of The Office.  

a. Oscar says that it doesn’t make any sense that Michael says he is this much Native 
American.   2/15 

b. Throughout the series, Dwight makes it very clear that his family is from this country and 
potentially former Nazi Party members.    Germany 

c. Kelly Kapoor is the “dusky, exotic” sales rep who loves Charles Minor. In fact, she waits 
by his office until he calls Kelly, the receptionist, to barge into his office. When Kelly 
decides to go by her middle name, Kelly says that this is her middle name, and that she 
hates it.   Rajiniganda 

 
5. Answer these questions about gun use during The Office.  

a. Dwight shows off his paintball skills while shooting at a target and saying “Take that” to 
this executed President of Iraq.  Saddam Husein 



b. Description acceptable. Michael spends the most money on this scene from Threat Level 
Midnight, depicting a certain character getting shot by Goldenface.  Toby getting his 
head blown off 

c. Exact quotation needed. Michael ends up with the paintball lessons with Dwight during 
Yankee Swap, which Dwight says is easily worth “this amount” of money.   “2 grand” 

 
6.  For 10 points each, name these other titles given to characters in The Office. 

a. After being upset as a saleswoman, Pam claims she had this title since before Sabre 
took over.   Office Administrator 

b. Jim and Michael share Michael’s old job as co-managers, leaving Oscar to comment on 
the functionality of two rulers, even saying “where would catholicism be” without these 
two people. The Popes [prompt on “The Pope”] 

c. People to have held this position include Daryl and Val, who run the warehouse. 
Foreman of the Warehouse 

7. Creed is well known for his crazy antics. Answer these questions about Creed for 10 points 
each.  

a. Creed is one of the many people of the Office who dress up as this villain during 
Haloween.   The Joker 

b. When Creed becomes manager, he never calls a meeting, names characters who no 
longer are people in the Office, and creates this acronym whose first “B” stands for 
“business” according to Kevin.    BOBODY 

c. When Creed’s finances get a little out of control, he transfers his debt over to this false 
other identity.   William Charles Schneider 

8. Michael’s respect bit isn’t the only comedy sketch The Office has to offer. Answer these 
questions about comedy in The Office for 10 points each. 

a. In Episode 2, Diversity Day, Michael has to go to diversity training after telling a racist 
comedy sketch by this comedian.   Chris Rock 

b. In the 2nd Dundies, Michael tries to introduce DeAngelo to his life of Scranton comedy 
with a bit called this name, based on the fact that he had to find Michael Scott and do the 
title action. “Get Him to the Dundies” 

c. When Michael does free standing comedy at Jim and Pam’s wedding rehearsal, Michael 
goes on a tangent about how the only smart car is Kitt from this old TV Series. Night 
Rider 

9. Besides Poor Richard’s, the Office gang likes to hang out at a lot of places. For 10 points 
each, name these other Scranton locales.  

a. Creed Bratton voices a worker from this local museum where Michael wants to take the 
Office for a trip on their “big ride”, which is really just a coal elevator. Maybe they have 
laser tag down there...  Scranton Anthracite Museum 

b. This is the local conglomerate of shops in Scranton, where the people in The Office need 
to boycott because Dwight was mistreated while trying to purchase a pewter wizard 
here.  Steamtown Mall 

c. The lake where Beach Games happens is called Lake Scranton. The lake where the 
Booze Cruise is held is called… Lake Wallenpaupack 



10. For 10 points each, answer some questions about warehouse debacles in The Office.  
a. In the warehouse, Michael cooks steak for Bob Vance’s Bachelor Party and asks 

everyone is he wants a piece of his this, to which Dwight was quick to reply.  His Man 
Meat 

b. Michael says it wouldn’t be the “worst” thing in the world if he played with this machine, 
which causes 10 deaths a year and can flatten a car engine. You probably hardly know 
her…     bailor 

c. Jim creates a loading apparatus that he calls this because it’s “muy rapido”, Daryl and 
Andy do not agree.    Señor Loadingsteen 

11. Donna and Michael are not the only scandalous relationship in The Office. For 10 points 
each, answer these questions about fidelity and infidelity in The Office. 

a. This character claims she has been cheated on or cheated with because she asks 
everyone in the room “are you in a relationship?”  Meredith Palmer 

b. This character says he was so committed to their relationship that he turned down an 
offer from Karen Filipelli to go out with him.   Ryan Howard 

c. While trying to make Michael feel bad about his relationship with Donna at the baseball 
game, Andy tells the coach that he wants to “round out” the coach as a person and that 
he enjoys the game better if he knows that the coach does this action. “Loves his wife” 

12. New York City is only one of the cities that the characters from The Office visit. For 10 
points, name some of the others based on these clues. 

a. This is the Connecticut city Jim transfers to and where he meets Andy, Josh Porter, and 
Karen before they’re all absorbed by Scranton.   Stamford 

b. This is the city Michael moves to in the end of season 7 and where Toby has a cousin, 
Rory Flenderson. It has a rocky name and is in Colorado.   Boulder 

c. This is the city in Arizona that Jan goes to “visit her sister” frequently.  Scotsdale 
13. Speaking of Recyclops, let’s see how much you know about him. For 10 points each, name 
these questions about Recyclops. 

a. Recyclops started as an Earth Day protectorate until his planet was attacked by these 
neerdowell fictitious creatures which only Stanley recalls.  Polluticorns 

b. Name either of the number of plastics Dwight differentiates between while being 
Recyclops, “Who put a number blank plastic in a number blank bin”?  4,7 

c. Recyclops turns violent and threatens to drown your this. Overwatered lawns 
14. Snack time is an important time in the lives of the characters of The Office. For 10 points 
each, name these snacks that are eaten by different characters of The Office. 

a. Two parts required. This is the brand and type of chip Karen wants from the vending 
machine, which puts Jim on a wild goose chase to get them. Herrs Salt and Vinegar 

b. When Michael gets gum in his hair, Pam suggests using peanut butter, but Michael 
instead requests this snack although it’s 9 AM. This is also the “big surprise” Michael 
gives the office in an early season.   Ice Cream Sandwich 

c. This is Michael’s “favorite breakfast” and it’s the snack that Daryl’s daughter brings 
Michael during Classy Christmas. Brand name needed. Hostess Apple Pie 

15. Packer isn’t the only person who has criticisms of Michael’s new girlfriend, Holly. For 10 
points each, answer some questions about other people being critical of Holly. 



a. Kevin’s immediate enjoyment of Holly is spoiled when she comes back to Scranton, but 
eats all of these before getting there.   Maple Candies 

b. Erin says that her personality is a 3, her sense of humor is a 2, and her these are a 7 
and 4. That equals 16, and he treats her like a perfect 40. Nuts.  Her Ears 

c. The Office tries to haze Holly on her first day by putting one of these in her car at Toby’s 
Going Away Party.    A raccoon 

16. Andy attending Cornell is the most notable college attendance, but other characters talk 
about college too. For 10 points, answer these questions about outside education in the show. 

a. This is the name of the art school Pam is accepted into. It’s also the same school that 
won’t stop trying to get me into their art history program.   Pratt 

b. When Michael gets a PA system in his Office, he introduces Jim as 6’5” and a starting 
guard for this University at Chapel Hill. Go Tar Heels!  University of North Carolina 

c. Jim, Andy, Kevin and a potential client play golf, which starts off awkwardly because 
Andy went to Cornell but the potential client went to this school, an Ivy League school in 
New Hampshire.    Dartmouth 

17. The sales game is tough in the Northeast Pennsylvania Market, and no method of efficiency 
can be ignored. Enter hail mary time by answering these questions about paper sales in The 
Office. 

a. Michael is given a task to get information to destroy this small paper company with 
Dwight.   Prince Family Paper 

b. To try to drum up more business for his new company, Michael Scott Paper Company, 
Michael hosts this event, where Creed takes a few and Meredith takes some “for her 
kid”.  Pancake Luncheon 

c. Dwight has been number 1 leading salesman in the company for 13 months out of the 
last 12. Yes, you heard that correctly, because corporate gave him two plaques in lieu of 
a pay raise. Name the month he won them.   February 

18. I don’t like Gabe Lewis. For 10 points each, answer these questions about other things I 
don’t like in the Office.  

a. Not only do I not like it, but I’m 99% sure that nobody in the world likes Scott’s Tots. 
That’s probably because no matter how much they ask Mr. Scott what he’s gonna do, 
he’ll probably never do this action, the phrase which ends their chant.   Make Their 
Dreams Come True 

b. I don’t like the Pete and Erin story line, and I don’t care if Pete can recite every single 
line of this movie. I just don’t.    Die Hard 

c. I don’t like how Michael yells at Pam while trying to arrange carpools to go see Meredith 
in the hospital. I do understand he was stressed out, especially considering he did this to 
Meredith.  Hit her with his car 

19. The Office Olympics is a great example of The Office competition, but it’s not the only one. 
For 10 points, answer these questions about other competitions within Dunder Mifflin.  

a. One of Nellie Bertram’s activities in The Office is a competition of this event, where 
Dwight beats Angela in a finals match that she loses on purpose.  Paper Airplane 
Competition 



b. After Jim scores a point in the Company Picnic Volleyball Game Finals, this character 
yells “Look who just woke up”, and then spikes the ball immediately after and yells “I’ve 
been up for a while”.    Charles Minor 

c. When a new Miles Per Hour monitor appears outside The Office, Michael claims to have 
ran this fast. Eat that Carl Lewis.   31 MPH 

20. The Disability Awareness Meeting is only 1 of many meetings the characters in The Office 
have. For 10 points, answer some questions about other notable meetings in Scranton. 

a. In Holly’s first meeting, her and Michael change a classic Olivia Newton John song from 
“Let’s get physical” to this phrase.      Let’s Get Ethical 

b. Description acceptable. According to IGN, this is the best moment in The Office’s 
conference room. This moment starts with a complex set of instructions for Ryan to get 
the tapes, and ends with an awkward set of questions from the kids of Meredith, Stanley, 
Kevin and Toby about if Michael ever ended up having kids or being married.  Michael 
being on a kid’s TV show, Fundle Bundle 

c. In the Koi Pond Episode, Michael and The Office make a list of reasons “Not To Mock” 
members of The Office. Michael’s say “Koi Pond” and “Fountain”. Other people on the 
list are Dwight, Erin, Kevin, Angela and (notably) Meredith, who is accused of doing this. 
sex with terrorist 


